TurningPoint Polling Solution

Summary

TurningPoint Polling Solution and TurningPoint Cloud are used to incorporate interactive questions within PowerPoint presentations, poll your audience on-the-fly, over top of any application or deliver self-paced surveys, evaluations and tests. Use this article for service owners and loaner process information.

Service Owners:

Client Services is responsible for: loaning out clickers and usb receiver, software installs

Media Services is responsible for: Presentation support (How-to use) and troubleshooting issues as they arise during the presentation.

Step-by-step guide

Preparing for TurningPoint loans:

1. Software will need to be installed on user's laptop or a loaner laptop. User will also need to use the USB receiver (should be loaned out with the clickers). Ensure the same version that's on the receiver is installed on the laptop to be used. The receiver will not work with a different version.
2. TurningPoint Software and user's manual can be found on Polaris. In manual, use scrolling bookmark menu on left to navigate. \polaris\software\turningpoint
   1. Notable bookmarks: 2 Getting started with TurningPoint, step 2 Set up the Response Devices
3. When clickers are returned, aside from being counted, make sure receiver has been returned as well.
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